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Why make a map?
Eversholt is a village off the beaten track, spread out across the 
parish rather than concentrated in one spot. About 400 people live 
in the parish, in 170 houses spread across 840 hectares. That 
means that it's not economic for a commercial mapmaker to 
produce a cheap street map of the village. Most road atlases and 
OS maps don't provide the street names, so visitors to the village 
are always getting lost.

There are several local efforts that need good local maps. 
Maintenance of public footpaths, tree surveys and new planting 
are all carried out by local volunteers. Making a local map is a 
good way to help these local groups and also to promote a sense 
of local community and belonging. A map of the village, by the 
village and for the village meant that we villagers could choose 
exactly what we wanted to show.

To be useful for local work such as a tree survey or footpath 
maintenance, the map needs to be large scale. It has to show 
details like fence lines and gates. There are excellent large scale 
OS maps available, but copies are expensive. Licensing OS maps 
is onerous. It's not possible freely to copy a work derived from an 
OS map. Maps that arrive from the district council for footpath 
maintenance come with a letter warning us not to make copies, and that's really inconvenient. We 
want to make five copies of a bit of the map, blow them up four times so we can read them in the 
field (literally)without finding some glasses, and discard them when they get rained on. Basing a 
map on OS data means that isn't allowed. We wanted a copyright-free map.

The team that came together to make the map happened to be most interested in public footpaths, so 
we decided to make the Parish Paths Map, to be distributed with a guide to some specific local 
walks. We wanted to make “the best map in the world for taking walks in Eversholt”.2

The next two pages show the result.  Diagram 2 is a miniature copy of the whole map, and diagram 
3 shows the levels of detail available from this map at large scale. Following that, there's a 
description of the technology used to make the map.

1 Emrys Williams lives in Eversholt, is enthusiastic about local community and environment, and works as a computer 
architect, designer and programmer. He most recently was a Distinguished Engineer for Sun Microsystems and is 
currently looking for new employment. Contact him at emrys.williams@eversholt.net or on 01525 280146.

2 The actual map we created is available online in djvu and pdf formats at 
http://www.eversholt.net/personal/emrys_williams/index.html

Diagram 1  Eversholt
(on a large scale!)
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Diagram 2  The eventual map ready for printing. This is normally printed A3 size.



The Map Team
I started off experimenting with mapping the village myself, but soon found that others were just as 
keen to get involved. That was a really big help. I did end up doing all the data entry and most of the 
graphics work, but the team vastly improved the detail, and did all the work to turn my data into a 

Map detail available at larger scale.Diagram 3  Detail of the map at larger scale



printed map for everyone to use. Is there a stile there, or is it a gate? Just where does Higher Rads 
End end, and Lower Rads End begin? Is that path a public right of way? I couldn't have found the 
answers in a practical way, but the team could. We had an expert on right of way law, an expert on 
dealing with the council and the printers, and lifelong village residents who knew everyone and 
everything. The team was great – if you want to make a map, get friends to help!

Sourcing the Data
Because we wanted to show a lot of detail, plain GPS data wasn't an option. A foot survey with GPS 
would have taken too long. For example, we wanted to show field boundaries, and they're mostly on 
private land. Just arranging permission for access with one landowner could have taken weeks. So, 
aerial photography was clearly a better choice. For the smallest details, we visited on foot, or rang 
people to ask.

We searched on the web for suitable photos and were delighted to find that the Cambridge 
University Unit for Landscape Modelling3 (CUULM) had a complete survey of Bedfordshire made 
only months earlier, in 2002. They covered the area with overlapping colour photos on nine inch 
wide film. We bought digitised copies of all the frames to cover the parish, with one pixel of the 
digitised image representing a square about 270mm across on the ground. I paid for these myself 
and promptly lost the receipt, so never did get the money back. However, I was flush with cash at 
the time, and the cost of the images was small compared to the cost of the PC upgrades I needed to 
handle them well! The images on CD cost £120

An important part of buying the images was checking with the CUULM that we'd own the copyright 
of a map we produced using them. We asked CUULM to provide assurance in writing of this, and 
they were happy to oblige, with the provision that their images were not part of the final map, and 
we didn't publish any part of their images on the web. We asked permission specially to publish the 
parts of the photos in the examples of this document.

Handling the Data
Each aerial photo arrived as a 253Mbyte tiff file on CD. I already owned a fast desktop PC with 
Adobe Photoshop4, which I use for digital photography editing. However, I had to buy a new disk, 
one gigabyte of DRAM, and a Wacom5 graphics tablet to work on the map. Storing intermediate 
and alternate copies of the images and my digitised version really ate up disk space. I used up 35 
gigabytes at one time, although I've now been able to discard most of that. The stitched image file I 
put together in Photoshop was itself 1.5Gbytes. Photoshop handled this enormous file really very 
well indeed, if somewhat slowly. I did at one time have a 2.5Gbyte file, only to discover that 
Windows XP couldn't cope with it. I had to crop out-of-parish data from the edges to make the file 
smaller.

The Wacom tablet was a tremendous help. I bought the A4 sized version. I found using the Wacom 
pen to be much more precise and much less tiring that using my old mouse for editing. It did seem 
to be very expensive at the time, £300 compared to £10 for a mouse, but I'd not be without it now.

Building the Stitched Image
The tiff images from CUULM were taken nominally straight down from an aircraft flying at about 
1500m above the ground. About one third of each image overlaps with the next one at each edge. It 

3 Cambridge University Unit for Landscape Modelling (CUULM) http://www.uflm.cam.ac.uk/library_page.htm
4 This was 2002, so it was Photoshop 7. The current Photoshop is just as good.
5 Wacom UK: http://www.wacom-europe.com/uk/index.asp

http://www.uflm.cam.ac.uk/library_page.htm
http://www.wacom-europe.com/uk/index.asp


would be too much to ask that the images actually 
lined up precisely at the edges! The aircraft height 
varies slightly, and the aircraft banks slightly, so the 
scale and projection of each image is not quite the 
same. However, they are pretty good. I loaded each 
image into a separate Photoshop layer, and cropped 
off the black film outline and the printed data at the 
edge of each. Then I could move them around, rotate 
them, change the scale and perspective of each one 
to try to make them match. I didn't do as good a job 
of this as I could have, but it eventually turned out 
just about good enough. Diagram 4 shows how the 
stitching worked.

Location Distorted by Elevation

One reason that the images don't line up is the effect of changes in the ground elevation across the 
picture.

Diagram 5 shows how changes in elevation 
affect the apparent position of a point on the 
film, depending on where the point is on the 
image. The vertical scale is exaggerated to show 
the effect. Point B0 on the ground is directly 
below the aircraft when the picture is taken. 
Light travels from B0 through the camera lens at 
C to appear at the exact centre of the film, point 
B1. No matter what the elevation of B0 is, the 
light from B0 always appears at the same point 
on the film. B0 can move up or down and still 
the light will reach the same point B1. For a 
point off to the side of the film, this isn't the 
case. Point A2 is off to the side in this photo. 
Light from A2 travels through point C to point 
A3 on the film. Where the light lands depends 
now on the actual elevation of A2, how high the 
ground is. If the ground were flat, there would be a point like A0 on the ground, producing a point 
A1 on the film, not in the same place as A3. However, in a conventional map, we'd like the place on 
the map that we draw A0 to be the same as the place where we draw A2. At the centre of the film, 
points always appear in the “right” place, independent of their actual elevation. The further a point 
is towards the edge of the image, the more its apparent location on the film is distorted by its 
elevation on the ground.

This effect is probably insignificant in satellite images taken from very high altitude, but it was 
apparent in our low-altitude, wide-angle images. Fortunately, Eversholt is relatively flat, but still 

Diagram 5  Position Distortion by elevation change
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Diagram 4  How the aerial photos stitch together
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there might be 20m position errors in some places. Given that the Eversholt Parish Paths Map 
wasn't trying to be metrologically precise, the biggest issue for the mapmaker is deciding which of 
the possible locations of objects, shown on different images, is the “right” one.

In stitching together the images 
for the Eversholt map, I just 
guessed. A better method may be 
to split the difference between 
images. When stitching together 
two overlapping images, 
minimum geometric distortion 
occurs when half the overlap is 
cut from each image.

Again, this probably isn't as 
significant for satellite images as 
it is for low altitude ones.

A second reason for stitching 
images in the middle of the 
overlap is the camera resolution. 
In our images from CUULM, the 
resolution in the centre of the film was noticeably better than at the edges. Presumably, this is an 
artifact of the camera design. By stitching in the middle of the overlap, the lowest resolution areas 
of each image are discarded. Again, this may only be significant for low-altitude, wide-angle 
images. In fact, even the most blurred parts of the CUULM images were perfectly usable for us.

I used the Photoshop “free transform” capability to stitch the images together by eye. Because each 
image was on a separate Photoshop layer, I could adjust them individually, even in areas of image 
overlap. By changing the layer order, I could bring one image on top of, or below, another. I 
temporarily reduced the opacity of the upper layer so that I could see the lower image through the 
semitransparent top image. That worked quite well. After quite a bit of fiddling, I had a result that I 
thought was good enough, with all the images reasonably aligned. I had to transform the images 
only a few percent in order to make them match. CUULM is clearly quite careful to standardise the 
images they produce.

Once I had a reasonable-looking stitched image, I printed it out at a scale to match an OS map, and 
compared it by laying one over the other. To my surprise, they matched up quite well. It certainly 
wasn't clear that any errors in my stitched image were the image's fault. It might have been that the 
OS map wasn't perfect. In fact, I didn't change the stitched image at all after this check.

The multi-layer stitched image was at this stage only just small enough for Photoshop to handle. It 
had more data than I needed, because some of the original images were still there, hidden under 
overlap areas on lower layers. I took a deep breath and flattened the layers down to just one, which 
throws away all this hidden data. It also made it impossible to go back and re-stitch the images if I 
found something wrong later. What I saw was what I got, and that version was the basis of the map.

Diagram 6  Splitting the overlap in stitching
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Extracting the Data
The stitched image produces a very pretty picture, but it's no map. For one thing, CUULM still has 
copyright of the image, and we can't reproduce it freely. To make a map, we had to trace the features 
of the image that we wanted to show on the map, and then discard the original image entirely. We 
then own the copyright to the traced data.

I did have several false starts at tracing, but eventually settled on a technique that satisfied me. The 
false starts are described below, should others wish to avoid them. Already having a good stitched 
image, having fixed a variety of minor troubles with my PC, having practised using my new 
graphics tablet, having tried out various tracing techniques and settled on one, it then took me 
seventeen hours (spread over several days) to trace the data. That's seventeen good, solid hours of 
hard work, not counting breaks. Beware of 
eye strain and hand injury! My effort 
produced underlying data that I think 
captures about the same amount of detail as 
an OS 1:2500 map. I could have captured 
less detail, but I did enjoy exploring my 
virtual village so closely, and I am pleased 
with the result. I couldn't have done much 
better with the images I started with and the 
simple stitching I'd done.

I captured all the features of the geography 
with Photoshop vector paths. The digital 
images we print out are pixellated rasters. 
Zoom in really close and you see individual 
squares of colour. Each square can be 
painted a different colour, but one square 
can be only one colour at a time. That's 
how digital photos work, that's exactly 
what the CUULM tiff images were, and that's exactly how the eventual map would be printed out. 
Photoshop vector paths aren't pixellated like this. They're zero-width lines of effectively infinite 
resolution. Zoom in on a painted line in a raster image and it breaks up into jagged pixels. Zoom in 
on a Photoshop vector path and it stays a smooth line. Instead of painting pixels to capture the 
geographic data, I drew vector paths at the feature edges like fences and building outlines. All that 
got me was a tangle of grey lines, not a pretty map, but Photoshop can draw the map from those 
lines very well.

Photoshop vector paths take a little getting used to, but I became rather expert at it after a few hours. 
There were plenty more hours to go! The paths can be simple geometric shapes like rectangles, 
circles or straight lines, and can also be Bézier curves. Bézier curves can be defined by very few 
points and then adjusted to follow a feature surprisingly closely. Traditional geographic information 
systems, I later discovered, only handle points, straight lines, and areas with a boundary made of 
straight lines. I think Photoshop's Bézier curves are much easier to use than pure straight lines for 
digitising geographic features from images. I found them quick and precise. It's easy to select or 
move a whole feature defined with a vector curve, instead of a bunch of unconnected pixels. 
Photoshop can leave the curves open, or join them up into a closed area. I used open curves for 
features like paths, where I was going to draw along the vector path to make the map. I used closed 
curves for features like ponds, where I was going to fill in the area to colour the pond.

I divided the geographic features up into different types – roads, buildings, boundaries etc. - and 
created a separate Photoshop named path for each type. These named paths are analogous to the 

Diagram 7  A vector path compared to painted pixels



multiple image layers of a raster drawing in some ways. For each named path, I drew path segments, 
little bits of vector path, round every feature of that type on the stitched image. Depending on the 
geometry of the feature, I'd use a Bézier curve, or circle, or rectangle, or any of the strange shapes 
that Photoshop can create. Tracing round houses, for example, I 
used mostly rectangles. There's a Photoshop setting for the 
rectangle tool that makes sure that overlapping rectangles in the 
vector path combine to make a single area, which is very 
convenient for sketching odd building shapes. I'd not want the 
building to be represented as two separate rectangles on the 
map, but as one odd shape with right-angled corners.

For roads, I sketched in a Bézier curve very quickly, perhaps all across the stitched image in one 
stroke of the pen. Then I went back, zoomed right in, and moved the defining points for the curve 
around until the match with the image was perfect. That was quite efficient.

Diagram 8  Path names in Photoshop



Drawing all the buildings as separate path segments 
on a single named vector path means that the paths 
end up with thousands of segments. I half expected 
Photoshop to give problems, but, in fact, it coped 
perfectly. It seems Photoshop can cope with really 
tough and complicated drafting. I was impressed.

For each type of feature I was tracing, I worked 
across the whole map, zoomed way in on the detail. 
If I got bored, I could switch to tracing another type 
of feature for a while. I did make mistakes like 
drawing the ponds on the vector path meant for 
buildings, but that sort of thing can be corrected by 
cutting path segments from one vector path and 
pasting onto another. I didn't make any really big 
mistakes that meant I lost or had to throw away 
hours of work. I also missed out bits of features, the 
odd tree, which I didn't notice. Finding these 
missing feature is easier to do when creating the 
map, not capturing the data.

Drawing vector path segments 
round buildings is complicated 
by the building's height. The 
camera sees a side view of the 
building, not a vertical view, 
when the building is at the edge 
of the film. This is another 
reason to crop each image in the 
centre of the overlap, and another 
way in which satellite images 
might be easier to use than low 
altitude ones. I just had to guess 
where the base of the building 
was to draw round it. The 
building outlines aren't very 
accurately positioned, but do 
show the general shapes.

The Eversholt Parish Paths map was intended for walkers, and walkers have a lot of time to look 
around. So, where individual trees were visible in the images, I drew an individual tree path. In 
woods, all the trees merge together, so I just drew an outline around the whole wood. For individual 
trees, I used the Photoshop circle feature to draw a path the same size as each tree's crown. The 
aerial photos I used were taken in June, so all the trees were in full leaf. I think this task would have 
been much harder had the photos been taken in the winter. Of course, the trees will grow and 
change size over the years, but that should make the map interesting as a historical document to be 
able to guess at tree ages in decades to come. Walking around now, it certainly is true that the 
perceived size of the trees does correlate well with the circle sizes on the map. Individual trees on 
the ground can be matched with individual trees on the map.

Some boundaries, like a single-strand wire fence, are too small to be resolved directly on the aerial 
photos. However, they usually are apparent because the vegetation on each side of the fence looks 

Diagram 9  Tracing a building with two overlapping  
rectangles

Diagram 10 Buildings in the centre of the aerial photo show only their 
roofs, but buildings at the edge of the photo show the roof and one side 
from an oblique view.



different. One horse grazing a field for a day can make it 
change colour enough for the boundary to be seen. Power 
line poles are another feature that it is very hard to resolve on 
the aerial photos. The power wires disappear completely. I 
did try to capture the poles, of which we have many, to try to 
draw a picture of Eversholt's rather unreliable power grid. 
However, this was a failure. I still intend to do this, but I'll 
have to go out and survey the poles on foot.

Streams I found very confusing. Streams are important to walkers, and it would be very useful to see 
where all the water flowed. However, I found it impossible to 
identify streams from the photos. Countryside streams are often 
hidden beside hedges, and the banks can be covered with deep 
grass that hides the water at the bottom. In the end, I gave up on 
streams altogether. Even walking round the village, it would be 
hard to survey the streams. They don't stick up like power line 
poles.

People spend years becoming expert at aerial photo interpretation, and I had only seventeen hours of 
on-the-job self-instruction. I did find it fascinating and I am satisfied with the results, but I do think 
it's necessary to be realistic about the quality of the eventual map. It's not going to be as accurate as 
an OS large scale map, although it may show more detail.

At the end of my seventeen hours of tracing, I had 14 separate named vector paths, each of which 
recorded all the features of one type to be shown on the map.

Rendering the Printed Map
Vector paths in Photoshop are a fine way to capture data, but they're useless as a map. They're 
featureless grey lines. They need rendering as a pixellated image for printing or display on the web.

Diagram 11  Spotting a fence using 
differential grazing

Diagram 12  The brown streak 
under the trees is actually a stream.



Photoshop has two tools for rendering paths, the “stroke path” and 
the “fill area” commands. To render an open vector path like a road, 
I did:

Select the paintbrush type (which defines the rendered line 
width)

Select the colour
Pick the image layer to paint on (like the “roads” layer)
Select the vector path to be rendered (like the “narrow roads” 

vector path)
Use  the “stroke path” tool to paint the selected colour with 

the selected brush onto the selected image layer along all the path 
segments on the selected vector path.

I rendered each type of geographic feature on a separate layer in the 
Photoshop image I was building. I ended up with 15 image layers, 
with names like “ponds” and “woods” and “trees”. Putting them all 
on different layers meant I could switch layers on and off easily. I 
was also postponing the decision about which information would be 
printed on top of which other. Did we want footpaths to be printed 
on top of roads, or roads printed on top of footpaths? That's easy to 
change later just by changing the order of the image layers.

The rendering process described above would be very 
tedious if it had to be done by hand every time that I 
updated the underlying vector paths with a correction. 
Fortunately, Photoshop has the perfect solution, a macro 
recording feature that Photoshop calls an “action”. 
Photoshop records the commands you carry out by hand 
in the action. Next time, you just have to execute the 
action for Photoshop to do all the work automatically. 
Actions can be edited to make changes if needed. I used 
ordinary Photoshop commands to do the rendering, and 
over many trials and errors built up a Photoshop action 
of more than 150 commands. Just one click will execute 
this action to draw the finished map from the vector 
paths. I had zero manual editing of the image to do, each 
time I changed the paths. This is a big help for consistent 
work.

To fill in areas, like colouring a pond blue, I used the 
“fill path” command instead of the “stroke path” one. Areas with light colours tend to stand out 
poorly when printed on a white background, so first I filled the vector path to produce blue patches, 
then I used “stroke path” with the same vector path to draw a darker outline round the edge of the 
filled area. This works well for ponds and woods. I just used the “fill path” without the “stroke 
path” for the individual trees, so that the complicated detail of all those trees didn't overwhelm the 
image.

Diagram 13  Rendered image 
layers

Diagram 14  The Photoshop Action



I used the layer style feature of Photoshop to draw dark outlines along linear open paths like roads. 
Layer style is a very versatile tool. It can add pixels at the edge of all the paint on a layer, with any 
sort of shading, colour and gradient you want.

Photoshop is a very powerful tool for rendering images, offering much more than most mapmakers 
could want. I created custom colours, custom brushes and custom effects to try different options. 
Others in our map team had their own good 
ideas on how our map should look, and we 
reviewed draft after draft at committee meetings 
(held in the local pub, of course) to pick the 
styles we liked. Being able to redraw the whole 
map automatically, having changed one brush 
style, was critically useful.

The one feature I found lacking was the ability 
to rotate a custom brush shape as it stroked 
along a path. If you want a brush that paints 
little trees, you can create it, but the trees stay in 
the same orientation rather than curving along 
the path. Still, this wasn't the end of the world.

I produced a rendered map with a transparent 
background, and could then see the map lying 
on top of the stitched aerial photo underneath. I 
clicked layers of the map image on and off in 
Photoshop, making the map flash. I could then 
see what features on the stitched photo weren't covered by a flashing feature on the map. That's how 
I found all the buildings and trees that I'd mistakenly failed to trace as vector paths. I went back and 
added more vector paths, and re-rendered the map, until everything matched up.

Adding Annotation
Our map team pub meetings chose the drawing style and also the content. Mapping the geographic 
features was just the start. We then had to choose which details to show, what symbols to use, and 
what text labels to print.

Diagram 16  Using layer styles

The black outline to the yellow road is created by a layer 
style which I defined. Photoshop automatically adds the 
black outline to anything I paint on the “roads” layer.

Diagram 15  Filling a pond

Select the path, then fill the area, then stroke the path round the edge with a darker colour



One unique aspect of our map is the stiles. Stiles on 
footpaths can be difficult for walkers, especially elderly 
or disabled people. Some stiles are very hard to cross 
with dogs, which I felt strongly about because I usually 
have a large, muddy dog with me when out walking 
locally. We do have a programme of stile replacement 
which is gradually installing kissing gates. We decided 
to show all the stiles on public footpaths, but not the 
gates. We also used different symbols for ordinary stiles 
and hard-for-dogs stiles. Picking out the hard-for-dogs 
stiles was done experimentally, using a British Standard 
dog!

We were proud of our stile detail, because it's something 
that not even the best OS maps show. The stiles are the 
one map feature that has dated most rapidly. Quite a few 
stiles on the map have now been replaced with gates. To 
an extent, that was the point of showing the stiles in the 
first place. By highlighting the fact that the stiles were 
obstructing the footpaths, we've speeded up their 
replacement. Well, that's our theory, anyway.

For each feature symbol, pub, phone, stile etc., I created a vector path outline. I copied and pasted 
this into place on the map, and filled it with colour in the rasterising Photoshop action just like any 
other map feature. This worked well.

I placed text labels for road names and other geography just as ordinary Photoshop text. Photoshop 
represents text as vector shapes anyway, so there's no issue with pixellation. I rotated and curved the 
text where needed, all standard Photoshop capability.

Initially, I drew the whole of the map legend with vector paths, and rasterised it in the Photoshop 
action along with everything else. Nowadays, I'm not so sure about this. I tend now when modifying 
the map to split it into two parts. The map proper with all its roads and symbols and text is one part, 
and that is defined exclusively by the vector paths and the Photoshop rendering action, no humans 
involved. The legend comes as a mix of vector paths and painted pixels. I paste the two together 
right at the end to produce a printout.

GPS and the OS grid
At the time I was capturing the map data, I had only a very ancient hand-held GPS unit. It can't give 
accuracy better than about 15m in even the best circumstances. However, it was enough to allow the 
map to be aligned with the OS grid, and to set the map scale precisely. I took the GPS to half-a-
dozen easily identifiable places across the parish, and measured the location at each. That gave me a 
set of datums of known position that I could see clearly on the stitched aerial photo. A little 
calculation allowed me to place the OS grid on the map. I again compared a printout with a printed 
OS map, and found my result was a little different from OS's, and didn't change anything. The GPS 
alignment was good enough.

The Parish Boundary
One feature that does cause copyright worries is the parish boundary. We were producing a map of 
the public paths in the parish of Eversholt, so we obviously wanted to show the boundary. That's the 

Diagram 17  Stiles, hard-for-dogs and 
otherwise



edge of our responsibility and authority. The folk on the other side are foreigners, nothing to do with 
us – here, inside this boundary, that's our community.

The problem is that the parish boundary isn't visible on the ground. There are no signposts. There is 
no border fence. The boundary mostly doesn't follow any identifiable geography, it just wanders off 
across the middle of a field. The only proper definition of the boundary is the line drawn on some 
definitive map locked up in a government office somewhere. All other representations of the 
boundary available to us are on printed OS maps, which, of course, are OS copyright.

There may be a legally clear way of getting round this problem, but we didn't find one. In the end, I 
took the parish boundary from a large-scale printed map supplied by the council for some village 
project, produced by their GIS based on OS data. I didn't trace the boundary, but just looked at the 
map and saw how the boundary was related to the geography, and drew a vector path with the same 
relationship on my Photoshop map. That probably wasn't very accurate, but it'll do. I don't know if 
that's legally OK. If anyone does know a good way round this problem, I'd like to hear.

Another problem in this same class might have been right of way data. The public rights of way are 
defined by a map held by the council, again based on OS data. However, early on, the team decided 
not to base our map of rights of way on this, but on where the paths actually are on the ground. All 
the parish paths are open and well-trodden, and we can see them on the aerial photos. Those are the 
lines we marked on the map. We were lucky to have in our team a member who is passionate about 
rights of way, and who has encyclopaedic knowledge of the legal position. He was able to point out 
where the path on the ground differs from the definitive map, and we could talk about just what we 
wanted the map to show. We didn't use any printed documents to place our paths on our map.

Producing Printed Documents
The map team had a well-defined goal, the production and distribution of a pamphlet promoting 
walks on public rights of way in Eversholt. The Parish Paths Map is only one part of the pamphlet. 
The team selected some highlighted walks to describe in detail, and also wrote a brief description of 
village history and landmarks. One member, a retired professional photographer, took some rather 
nice photographs of village views and edited the text, photos and map together into a printable form. 
Fortunately, he had his own copy of Photoshop, and was able to take my Photoshop map image and 
do the last edits himself.

Producing a printed pamphlet involves all sorts of decisions and organisation that merely gathering 
map data does not. What size should it be? What colour cover? How should it fold? What sort of 
paper? What do the printers need from us? Who will pay? The team, entirely unaided by myself, 
went through all these issues.



We were very pleased to find that money was available to help. All the 
printing costs were paid for us. The district council, the Greensand 
Ridge trust and the parish council were very supportive. It helped that 
we weren't asking for money for “dual-use equipment” like computers, 
GPS or cameras, and that we had draft printouts of the finished product 
that we'd produced ourselves. Everyone involved could see that we had a 
real community project with some definite community benefit to 
produce. We also had a real goal, printing and distributing pamphlets, 
when the project would be finished. We weren't going to come back 
later and ask for more money before we'd done that.

Eight hundred double-sided colour A3 pamphlets were printed. We 
distributed one to every house in the village, and one to every child in 
the local school. Copies are available free in all the local libraries. The 
village pub sees a steady stream of walkers, and gives away free copies. 
We've nearly used all the original print run, and may soon revise the 
map and start searching for a sponsor for printing a new edition.

Copyright
We'd taken great care to ensure that the map team owned the copyright to the whole project. That 
was the point, to produce something that we could do whatever we wanted with. We then had to 
decide on the copyright terms for our printed product.

I introduced the map team to the notion of copyleft. It was familiar to me 
from my work with open-source software. The team were very taken with 
the idea, especially our member who works as a librarian. After much 
discussion, we chose to put a Creative Commons share alike licence on 
the printed map. Anyone can copy the map, and modify it, and include it 
in other documents, as long as the same licence applies to the derivative 
work. They don't have to mention the original authors, and they can 
charge money for the product.

We chose this licence because it seemed simple. I argued that author attribution wasn't appropriate, 
because we weren't creating an original artwork. We didn't want fame. The map was a simple act of 
craftsmanship. Anyone else could have produced a very similar document if they'd set their mind to 
it.

Some of the team initially wanted to include a no-commercial-use clause in the licence, but we later 
decided against it. Who would decide what was commercial use? If a local estate agent marked the 
positions of houses for sale on a derivative work, and then gave it away for free, would that be 
commercial use? If someone included the map in a book about the county, and then self-published it 
and made a loss, would that be commercial use? Too complicated! So, we decided we might as well 
allow commercial use anyway. As far as we know, nobody has used any part of the map in a 
commercial product, so the whole point is moot.

The Creative Commons licence was only just getting started when we needed it, and was based on 
US law, not UK. We don't know if the licence on our map is really enforceable, and we're unlikely 
to test the law. All we really wanted to do was to make our map as useful to people as we could. 
The simple licence seems to have done that.

Diagram 18  The Pamphlet

Diagram 19  The Creative 
Commons Share Alike 
Symbol



Of course, potentially far more valuable than the printed map is the underlying data in the 
Photoshop files I used to create it. That's not been made public, and the question of any licence for it 
has not been discussed. People are very happy to have the free printed maps and happy to use them, 
but interest beyond that is vanishingly small. My phone number and email address are on the printed 
and online copies, but the only requests I've ever received have been for extra copies of the printed 
map.

What I Learned - Project management
Working with others in the map team was invaluable. I wouldn't have succeeded on my own. When 
you work in a team, you work to avoid letting your team-mates down, and that is a potent driver. 
Plus, the other team members knew much that I did not about the geography. I could handle the 
computing and the graphics, but I couldn't handle the reviewing and the footslogging and the chores 
I wasn't interested in. Work in a team if you want the best result!

Team members will have different enthusiasms and different talents. There's plenty to do for people 
who don't actually spend all their time sitting in front of a computer.

Setting a well-defined goal for the project was very useful. Without a proper goal, you don't know 
when you've finished. It gave us a standard of excellence to work towards, and we knew how much 
work we had to do.

What I learned - Practical mapmaking
• Making a high quality map from stitched aerial photos is practical and fun! But, spend lots of 

effort getting high quality photos and stitching them together very, very carefully. That stitched 
photo determines the quality of the finished product. You will definitely not want to go back and 
fiddle with the data when you are half way through tracing the image.

• Don' t use a decreased-resolution image. Because my stitched photo was so big, I tried decreasing 
the resolution, averaging 4 pixels of the original image into one pixel of the new one. This was a 
mistake. It was very hard to read the image. Put up with the big file size!



• Separate geography from rendering. My breakthrough came when I decided to give up on painted 
pixels altogether and use vector paths for tracing instead. Before that, I'd tried, and discarded, 
three different styles and methods of using painted pixels to trace the stitched image into a map. 
Having geographic data that you render into a map in a separate operation is definitely the best 
method. It gives fine control over how the map will look, and it's much easier for tracing.

• Photoshop is really surprisingly effective for map making. The big disadvantage is that it won't 
talk to anything else. I've found no way of getting other data, like GPS data, into the vector paths, 
and found no way of exporting the vector paths in any form whatsoever.

• Photoshop is not a geographic information system. In a GIS, the vector paths captured have any 
number of attributes associated with them. For example, a point representing a tree might have 
associated with it, in a machine-readable way, the species, height, diameter and age. I can write 
that as text next to the tree in a Photoshop map, but there's no way any program can associate that 
free text with the location of the tree. What I'd really like is a GIS which I can use for GPS data 
and for tracing photos, as easily as I managed with Photoshop, with a back-end rendering 
machine with all Photoshop's programmable graphics capability, plus the ability to extract 
attributes from the GIS and use them to modify the rendered map by changing a symbol or 
placing text.

Future Ideas
I originally imagined, and I still do imagine, that having an editable map would lead on to a whole 
collection of little mapping projects. In fact, I've done none of them, but I'm not dead yet, and may 
get around to them. Here are some I haven't done:

• power grid – where does our electricity come from and go to? When some houses lose power, 
where might the fault be?

Diagram 20  High and low resolution



• street furniture – how many street signs and other obstructions are there? Where are they? Do we 
have too many or too few?

• speed limits – which roads have what limits? How is that related to the road use, road conditions 
and housing?

• house names – we have many houses with names and no numbers. Where are they?

• postcode map – which postcodes cover which houses?

• house location list – not a map. Delivery drivers often know the postcode but not where the house 
is. It would be really useful to have a list of house locations, the position of the centre of the 
driveway where it meets the street, in terms of a one metre resolution OS grid reference. A good 
job for a wiki?

How Much Accuracy?
I thought our map was good enough, but I've learnt that you can never have too much accuracy. My 
very next surveying project was looking at trees subject to tree preservation orders. Were they still 
there? What state were they in? I had a map showing the preserved trees, produced from the 
council's GIS. However, the trees were last surveyed in the the 1960s. The map then would have 
been pencil-and-paper, and has only recently been entered on the GIS. The old map is of dubious 
accuracy, and I'm not very good at telling one tree from another. Is that the original preserved tree? 
Has that one died and gone, and this tree is a near neighbour? Recording tree positions really 
deserves sub-metre GPS coordinates. I actually bought (after we had finished the Parish Paths Map) 
a sub-metre survey tool, the Thales Mobilemapper6, and it's very good, but I haven't been able to 
merge the results from that with our map. And 40-year-old data doesn't have GPS coordinates.

Having sub-metre resolution over time-scales as long as a tree's lifetime means that you have to 
have your tectonic plates sorted! England is moving north-east at about 15mm per year. That's 1.5 
metres per century, maybe 6 metres over a preserved tree's life. Using the OS's splendid GPS 
correction service7 should give coordinates that are relative to the tectonic plate, rather than absolute 
GPS. The coordinates of a tree specified as an OS grid reference shouldn't change with time, even 
though the tree is moving over the Earth along with all the rest of the country on our tectonic plate. I 
think that fixes the matter, but please let me know if I'm wrong. I doubt if I'm the only person who 
has trouble keeping his OSGB36 separate from his ETRS89!

I can easily imagine the need for GPS resolution, and map resolution, down to the 10mm level. For 
example, a kerb stone has an edge defined to about 10mm. If I looked at century-old data with that 
accuracy, I might be able to tell if the 800mm-wide pavement has been made wider or narrower in 
that tricky curve by the cricket pitch. If I can imagine using 10mm data, I'm pretty sure I could soon 
find uses for even finer resolution. Paper-based mapping at such fine resolution is impractical, but 
all-digital mapping is not. Don't limit the resolution of your mapping system!

6 http://products.thalesnavigation.com/en/products/product.asp?PRODID=928  
7 http://www.gps.gov.uk/  

http://www.gps.gov.uk/
http://products.thalesnavigation.com/en/products/product.asp?PRODID=928
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